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1.

Executive Summary

1.1

The Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE) is currently undertaking an
Electoral Review of the London Borough of Lambeth due to current electoral imbalances across the
borough. New electoral arrangements are scheduled to come into effect at the Borough Council
Elections in May 2022.

1.2

Following the first stage of the review to determine Council Size (the number of councillors) the
Council welcomes the LGBCE’s announcement that it is likely to recommend to Parliament that the
Council’s submission that the number of councillors remain at 63 be accepted.

1.3

The second stage is to determine the warding arrangement for those councillors. As well as needing
to address the current electoral imbalance issues, the warding arrangements also need to be reviewed
to ensure the wards reflect the current and emerging community identities. The last Electoral Review
was undertaken in 1999. At that time the electorate was 183,695 with a projected increase to 192,103
in 2003. On 1 March 2020 the electorate was 244,634 with a predicted increase to 256,560 in 2026
(five years after the LGBCE publishes its final recommendations); this means that every councillor
should represent an average of 4072 electors.

1.4

It is clear that the Borough has already seen significant and rapid growth with even more expected
over the next six years. The makeup of the borough looks very different to how it was at the last
review. Therefore there has to be some significant changes to some wards, particularly in areas
where growth is most profound in order to reflect the current and emerging communities.

1.5

The Council welcomes the review and its opportunity to submit its preferred option to the Commission.
This document, which is Lambeth’s formal submission, sets out the Council’s proposals for each ward
and provides an explanation for the proposed boundaries by highlighting local amenities and facilities
and any barriers such as roads, parks and railway lines which provide a physical barrier between
communities. It also puts forward names for the new wards and the number of councillors.

1.6

In total 22 wards are proposed. 19 wards have three councillors and the remaining three wards have
two councillors.
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2.

Scope of the Review

2.1

The review being undertaken by the LGBCE covers the entire area of the London Borough of
Lambeth. The review was initiated in June 2019 and dealt first with the preliminary stage which was to
determine the future size of the Council (specifically the number of elected Councillors who will form
the Council from 2022). This phase was completed in February 2020 following a delay caused by the
unexpected General Election in December 2019. The start of this second stage of consultation was
also delayed from May to July 2020 due to the outbreak of Covid 19. In this part of the process, the
Council is one of the stakeholders consulted about re-warding proposals; specifically identifying
proposals for ward boundaries (and associated relevant considerations such as the number of wards
and the number of members within each ward) which need to meet three statutory criteria the LGBCE
must comply with when making its proposals:




The need to secure electoral equality (a consistent number of electors per councillor);
Community identity (strong ward boundaries that reflect communities); and.
Securing effective and convenient local government (coherent wards).

3.

Public Consultation

3.1

The Council is only one of the stakeholders consulted by the LGBCE on the warding pattern and the
LGBCE relies on the Council to publicise the review. The Second Stage of the review was put on-hold
due to Covid19 as it was not possible to hold a public briefing at the start of the consultation. There
was also concern that stakeholders in the community would not be aware of the review or be able to
participate in neighbourhood meetings to discuss it.

3.2

The Council set out a case to the LGBCE to move forward with the review, detailing how it would
publicise and host an online briefing meeting and publicise the launch of the consultation.

3.3

The Council was required to provide the LGBCE with a list of stakeholders in various categories to
whom it would send information about the consultation and the public briefing. In addition the Council
emailed over 17,500 stakeholders on our database. Information about the review appeared in two
editions of Lambeth Talk, the borough wide free newsletter, with the publication of one edition brought
forward in order to publicise the public briefing. Information also appeared in Love Lambeth and the
Elections and consultation pages of Lambeth website. It was also widely publicised using social
media with regular updates on Twitter. Information has been produced in Community Languages and
was promoted via the Voluntary Services Network.

3.4

The online briefing meeting was held on 13 July with 65 attendees which is a higher figure than those
usually attending public briefings. The question and answer session after the election produced a high
number of good quality questions.
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4.

Increasing Population and Electorate Forecasting

4.1

Like many other boroughs, Lambeth has a rapidly increasing population. The elector to councillor ratio
of 4072 is based on the calculated population for 2026 of 256,560. Appendix 1 shows the population
in each ward with large increases occurring in Oval and Princes wards due to major developments.

4.2

The projected electorate for each polling district was estimated using a tool provided by the LGBCE.
The calculation is based on the electorate figures for 2018-20 to which we added the projected
electorate from new residential developments, which are expected to yield over 30 electors; as smaller
variances are reflected in the LGBCE’s tool. A fuller explanation of the process is set out in Appendix
2.

5.

Single and multiple member wards

5.1

The last electoral review took place in 1999 and resulted in twenty one wards, each with three
councillors. As a London borough, all of our councillors are elected at the same time, at four yearly
intervals, with the next borough council elections scheduled for May 2022. At the time of the last
review it was proposed to elect all London councils in thirds with a single councillor to be elected each
year and therefore all wards were allocated three councillors; however these proposals were never
introduced. There is no limit in law as to the number of councillors that can be elected to represent a
ward. However, as a matter of policy, the Commission states that it will not accept a proposal for
more than three councillors to represent a ward as it does not think such an arrangement would
promote effective and convenient local government or local accountability.

5.2

The Council has considered whether one member wards are appropriate for an inner London borough.
Whilst they may seem to offer a direct sense of accountability we feel this is outweighed by a lack of
resilience if the ward councillor is ill or conflicted on an issue – for example, a planning application. A
single Member would also need to respond to the diverse range of local casework and issues rather
than developing specialisms and expertise which might be useful to their communities. Multiple
member wards also give the electorate the choice of which councillor they seek advice from and the
opportunity for mixed party representation which is currently the case in three of our existing wards.

5.3

Wards with two or three members also enable those members to share workloads, acquire
specialisms and support each other in producing information for the ward (such as newsletters),
organising local and attending local meetings, and responding to ward specific issues. Our proposal
limits the number of two member wards to three as we feel this offers more resilience as a large
burden would be put on one councillor if the second councillor was ill or on extended leave.
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6.

Borough Profile1

6.1

Lambeth is an inner London borough with a population of 335,000 (an increase from 327,582 in 2016);
in March 2020 there were 244,634 registered voters. Lambeth had the sixth highest electorate in
London in December 2018 (Appendix 3). The number of households in the borough is projected to
grow from 130,000 in 2011 to 158,500 in 2030.

6.2

The borough borders the Thames to the north, an area incorporating the South Bank, Waterloo Station
and St Thomas’ Hospital. Brixton and Clapham in the centre of the borough are known for their
markets, night life, Kings College Hospital and the Oval Cricket Ground. Streatham and West
Norwood in the south of the borough are primarily residential and retail areas.

6.3

6.4

6.5

The people
Lambeth’s diversity of place is mirrored by its population. It is an extremely vibrant inner London
borough, with a rich cultural and ethnic mix. On a measure of diversity based on the number and size
of different ethnic groups in the 2011 Census, Lambeth was rated as the 11th most diverse borough in
the country; three in five residents described their ethnicity as other than white British. Around 150
languages are spoken and around 17,000 people speak a main language other than English, with
most European and African languages being represented. Lambeth is a largely residential borough
with a relatively young age profile, (44% are young adults aged 20-39) with an increased number of
students due to new student accommodation being built in the north of the borough. Estimates
suggest that Lambeth has one of the largest LGBT populations in London.
Lambeth has the 5th highest population density in England and Wales at an average of 12,020
residents per square kilometre; this compares to an average of 5,600 for London, and just 366 for
England as a whole. Lambeth has the fourth highest turnover of residents in England. 40,000 people
leave the borough, and over 40,000 others move to the borough every year.
Economic Information
The borough is economically diverse. 31% of the population live in areas of high deprivation and the
Borough is the 44th most deprived local authority in England (of 326), and the 9th most deprived local
authority in London. One third of families with children are in receipt of benefits and there are 30,000
people on the Council’s housing waiting list with over 2,000 families including 5,000 children housed in
temporary accommodation.

6.6

The borough has the second highest unemployment rate in London. A key priority for the Council is
tackling disproportionate levels of unemployment affecting those from ethnic minorities, older people
and those classed as long-term unemployed. The NHS is a major employer in the borough as there
are two major hospitals.

6.7

The Council is the third largest local authority landlord in London. The Council has 23,800 homes and
is responsible for 9,400 leasehold properties. The Council has committed a record £490 million capital

1

Figures in this section are taken from the Lambeth Equality Commission Report 2017

https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/Equality-Commission-Report-and-Recommendations-2017.pdf and
the State of the Borough report 2016 https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/sites/default/files/State%20of%20Borough%202016%20%20v3.pdf
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investment to housing and is already over halfway through a programme of improvements to bring
thousands of homes up to the Lambeth Housing Standard.

6.8

6.9

Challenges and Priorities
In 2010 the Government set out a plan to eliminate the budget deficit, primarily through public
expenditure reductions and Local Government funding has more than halved in the last decade, whilst
demand for services has increased. Lower than predicted rates of economic growth have meant that
constraints regarding public funding are likely to continue for the foreseeable future.
The Council has implemented savings but there has been a further budgetary challenge caused by
the Covid19 pandemic and the Council’s response to it. In 2020/21 the Council is forecasting to
overspend its budgets or have a shortfall of income of £42.7m. The Government has thus far provided
COVID-19 grant funding of £23.2m thus far with a further £9.3m potentially due under the
Government’s income loss scheme. This leaves a residual £10.2m forecast budgetary pressure for the
council this financial year.

6.10 Lambeth is ambitious for its citizens and the borough is a place of huge motivation, energy and
opportunity. Lambeth Councillors play a strong role in developing, promoting and championing
initiatives. Lambeth’s Borough Plan (https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/better-fairer-lambeth/lambethborough-plan) , launched in October 2019, sets out our approach for meeting the challenges facing
the borough. The Council – through Lambeth First, a partnership between the Council, the NS,
businesses, community ground and charities across the borough brought together feedback from
stakeholders and developed four big ambitions as a focus for its work in the next two years:





Enabling growth and development in the borough;
Using the benefits of that growth to build community resilience;
Reform the way we commission and deliver services with our partners to provide and promote
care and independence; and,
Making Lambeth a place where people want to live, work and invest.
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7.

Proposals

7.1

A map of the existing wards is attached as Appendix 4.

7.2

This link shows a map of the 22 proposed wards.

7.3

The proposed wards and electoral variances are set out in Appendix 5.

7.4

7.5

Areas
Our proposals are based on dividing the borough into five areas based on the broad communities
which exist and where the Council has previously identified as areas for service delivery. Within each
of these areas we have proposed wards which group communities through housing estates,
community activity and society as well as shared history and identity. We have considered factors
such as commercial activity, schools, shopping centres and places of worship.
The five areas heading south from the river are:






Waterloo, Vauxhall and Kennington;
Stockwell, Clapham and Balham;
Brixton and Herne Hill;
Streatham; and,
West Norwood.

7.6

These areas are in our view are well defined, often using existing ward boundaries and features such
as major roads and railway lines, and, in the south of the borough, hills. This is particularly true of the
south of the borough, where Streatham and Norwood are contained neighbourhoods on either side of
the borough. Council structures and structures such as Business Improvement Districts and
Neighbourhood Forums are frequently drawn along these lines.

7.7

Our proposals meet the requirements of the review with no ward more than 10% above or below the
average size electorate projected in 2026. Most of our proposed wards retain great continuity with
existing wards but current anomalies have been addressed and community links prioritised. To
address electoral inequality, we have proposed a new ward in the Vauxhall area - Vauxhall Riverside,
and three wards have become two-member wards.

7.8

Naming
Many wards in the area reflect their geographical location and continue to be relevant. However,
several wards are named after prominent slaveowners or supporters of slavery, namely Vassall and
Thurlow, and we propose to remove those names from the ward map. In contrast, Henry Thornton MP
and his daughter Marianne were prominent abolitionists and we believe their names should be
preserved.
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Waterloo, Vauxhall and Kennington
Bishop’s
Prince’s
Oval

Proposed Waterloo ward
Proposed Kennington ward
Proposed Oval ward
Proposed Vauxhall Riverside ward

The northern end of the borough is a densely packed, diverse set of communities, relating strongly to the
River Thames and neighbouring boroughs.
Waterloo, the South Bank and Lambeth North are very much central London, dominated by the large rail
terminus and major tourist and cultural attractions such as the Royal Festival Hall, the London Eye, the Old
and Young Vic theatres and the National Theatre. Lambeth Palace and St Thomas’s Hospital are also major
landmarks in the area.
Kennington is a neighbourhood largely in the Lambeth borough although it also extends into Southwark. It
stretches from the Kennington Cross retail area where Kennington Lane and Kennington Road meet,
through the Oval (formerly called the Kennington Oval) and Kennington Park, to south of St Mark’s
Kennington Church, one of Lambeth’s ‘Waterloo Churches’ built in 1824 and the main landmark of ‘old
Kennington’. Oval is increasingly used as a neighbourhood name by those closest to the Tube station and
the historic Oval Cricket Ground, which sits between Kennington Park Estate and Kennington Park.
Vauxhall defines the area on the river between North Lambeth and Stockwell, with its rail, underground and
bus stations of that name. As well as the retail area around the stations, the MI5 headquarters and Vauxhall
Park and Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, it is defined by its large estates developed after the war. In recent
years an increasing number of riverside and urban apartments and hotels have been built in the area,
including in neighbouring parts of Wandsworth and Westminster.
The current warding arrangements for Waterloo, Vauxhall and Kennington include three three-member
wards wholly within the area and a three-member ward, with Vassall covering a small part of the
Kennington-Oval area. Bishop’s ward has not seen the projected increase in electors that was expected
when the current boundaries were drawn up twenty years ago. Its electorate is projected to be 25.3% under
the borough average by 2026. Meanwhile significant numbers of new homes are planned for the Vauxhall
and Kennington areas, leaving anticipated growth in Prince’s Ward of at least 1,200 new homes and Oval’s
electorate is predicted to be 52.3% over the borough average by 2026. The following table sets out the
electoral variances for 2020 and 2026.

Ward
Bishop's
Prince's
Oval

Cllrs

2020
Electorat
e

Electoral
Variance

2026
Electorat
e

Electoral
Variance

3
3
3

7,615
12,646
12,685

-35%
9%
9%

9,177
13,927
18,633

-25%
14%
53%
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Warding proposals
Our proposals for this part of the borough involve creating a new ward in the Vauxhall area to address
electoral inequality there from the projected increase in voters. This new three-member ward is achieved,
alongside some boundary changes in the area, by reductions in the numbers of councillors in the existing
Bishop’s ward, and in Streatham and Norwood. The new ward, which we propose to call Vauxhall Riverside,
would cover the Vauxhall area while Oval ward would be more centred around the Oval tube station, St
Mark’s Church and Oval Cricket Ground taking in some areas from the current Vassall and Stockwell wards.
The revised Prince’s Ward would remain much as it is.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Waterloo (presently Bishop’s ward)
2
8,019
-1.6%

Bishop’s ward broadly covers the communities surrounding Waterloo Station at the very northern tip of the
Borough. Bordered by the Thames to the north and west and the London Borough of Southwark to the east,
its only boundary within Lambeth is with Prince’s Ward to the south. The ward is traversed by the railway
lines serving Waterloo Station and Waterloo East Station and several busy main roads connecting both
Lambeth and Waterloo Bridges. Alongside the station, St Thomas’ Hospital and Lambeth Palace (plus the
adjoining Archbishop’s Park) take up a large amount of the ward. Similarly, development along the South
Bank, including several significant cultural venues and the County Hall building, occupy sizeable chunks of
the ward and demonstrate the designation of this area as part of the central London Central Activities Zone.
Consideration was made to increasing the size of the ward in order to retain three councillors. However, the
geographic limitations of only being able to expand southwards and the presence of both the railway viaduct
to Waterloo Station and the large (both in population and geographic terms) Ethelred Estate made it difficult
to expand Bishop’s ward without splitting the Ethelred Estate or creating a community in a long and narrow
peninsula along the riverfront which would be separated from the majority of the communities represented
by this ward.
We therefore propose creating a two-member ward and redrawing the boundary along Lambeth Road on
which only a small number of residential properties front the street. The China Walk Estate and most of
Polling District VAD (where many of the residents consider themselves to live in Kennington) would transfer
to what is currently Prince’s Ward. There would be a slight expansion of the ward boundary in the west
along Whitgift Street to take in the whole of the Whitgift Estate and Old Paradise Gardens. The Estate is
currently split between Bishop’s and Prince’s wards. The Old Paradise Gardens Friends’ Group works in
close partnership with the Garden Museum, which is situated on the other side of Lambeth Road in Bishop’s
ward. The proposed ward would now largely reflect the boundary of the local Neighbourhood Plan Area.
We propose renaming the ward Waterloo after the most prominent landmark and neighbourhood name in
the area.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:









The South Bank and Coin Street residential development forming a distinct community to the North of
Stamford Street;
The cultural institutions of the Royal Festival Hall, Southbank Centre, BFI complex, National Theatre,
London Eye and County Hall complex;
The Garden Museum;
Two thriving Business Improvement Districts - Waterloo and South Bank;
Waterloo Station and the surrounding commercial districts within the Southbank Place development
and Lower Marsh;
The Peabody, Tanswell, Briant, Whitgift and Wellington Mills Estates and defined local communities
such as the former Church Commissioner’s properties on Ufford/Mitre Street;
Businesses along Kennington Road around Lambeth North Underground Station and the Oasis
Academy/Oasis Hub/Waterloo Library;
The Old Vic and the Young Vic, with nearby restaurants and shops on The Cut;
10




Archbishops Park, Old Paradise Street Gardens, Waterloo Millennium Green, Jubilee Gardens, Bernie
Spain Gardens and the Queen’s Walk along the riverfront; and,
King’s College London’s Waterloo campus.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Kennington (presently Prince’s ward)
3
11,831
-3.2%

Prince’s ward covers communities along the riverfront from Lambeth Bridge down to Vauxhall Bridge. As
with the current Bishop’s and Oval wards, its western boundary lies along the borough boundary with
Westminster across the river and its eastern boundary along the borough boundary with Southwark. At its
eastern side, Prince’s ward stretches from Kennington and Newington Butts down past Kennington Park
towards the Oval. Like neighbouring wards, a large railway viaduct cuts through the ward, and several major
roads form geographic divides – including Kennington Road and Kennington Lane. The Vauxhall Gardens
and Ethelred Estates make up a significant proportion of Polling Districts VBB and VBA respectively.
Meanwhile, Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens and Lambeth Park feature as major open spaces in these two
Polling Districts. The Kennington and Walcot Conservation Areas cover distinct communities around Walcot
Square and Kennington Cross with the Kennings Estate located between Kennington Lane and Kennington
Park Road. Other estates such as Knight’s Walk, Cottington Close, Cotton Gardens and Penwith Manor all
have active residents’ associations.
To address the projected electoral inequality of neighbouring Bishop’s ward, it has been necessary to
expand the northern boundary of our proposed Kennington ward to Lambeth Road – taking in the China
Walk Estate and properties on Walnut Tree Walk, Fitzalan Street and a short section of Kennington Road.
The Walcot Conservation Area spreads along both sides of Kennington Road and the proposals would
means that the whole Conservation Area is within one ward. We had looked at drawing a boundary along
Lambeth Walk, but by drawing the new boundary along Lambeth Road, the China Walk Estate (which is
often referenced as having two distinct parts – Old China Walk Estate and New China Walk Estate) would
also be represented by a single set of councillors. These are two estates that look south for their health and
education facilities and shopping. This would also join them up with the social housing in Juxon Street in
one coterminous block.
It has been necessary to amend the geography of Prince’s ward in order to accommodate the addition of the
China Walk Estate and respond to changes required by the extreme electoral inequality projected for Oval
ward.
The new ward would continue to be focused around Kennington Cross, the junction of Kennington Road and
Kennington Lane as has been the case for the last two versions of this ward.
The new ward follows clear boundaries of Kennington Park Road, Kennington Lane and the boundary with
Southwark on Brook Drive.
To create a ward of the correct size polling district VBB will move to Vauxhall Riverside ward. This means
that Vauxhall Gardens Estate will be divided between two wards as it is one of the largest estates in the
borough. In fact, the estate already consists of three residents’ associations and only one would be
represented by two sets of ward councillors, ensuring that the community links created by these
associations are kept in place.
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By bringing in all four corners of Kennington Cross, the new ward now covers whole of the commercial area
usually referred to as Kennington, as well as the area closest to Kennington tube station. We therefore
propose naming the ward Kennington.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:








The Ethelred, Cotton Gardens and China Walk Estates, alongside the residential communities along
Kennington Road and Kennington Lane;
Lambeth Park and Cleaver Square;
The Vanguard, special school, Archbishop Sumner, and Walnut Tree Walk Primary schools and
Hurley Pre-School;
The Durning Library;
St Anselm’s Church;
The Black Prince Trust, Newport Street Gallery, The Beaconsfield Gallery, The Cinema Museum and
Roots and Shoots employment project; and,
Shopping parades along Kennington Road, Black Prince Road and Lambeth Walk.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Vauxhall Riverside
3
12,445
+1.8%

To address considerable population growth in the existing Oval and Prince’s wards, a new Vauxhall
Riverside ward is proposed to run along the River Thames and centre around the Vauxhall Underground,
Rail and bus stations that together form one of the key transport hubs in the Borough. This new threemember ward takes in the large developments focused on this area and the sections of the Vauxhall Nine
Elms Opportunity Area that sit within Lambeth. The number of significant developments in this area make it
difficult to create a two-member ward that provides a balanced community across the area, as their location
is predominantly focused towards a narrow strip along the line of the railway viaduct and the boundary of the
river. A two-member ward would likely have a long, narrow geography comprised of several communities
isolated from each other by the railway viaduct, gyratory or busy main roads.
Therefore, this three-member ward is comprised of much of the Polling Districts VCB and VCC from the
existing Oval ward, and VBB from the existing Prince’s ward. Recent large developments on the
Wandsworth Road end of VCC and those living around the Wyvil Estate tend to orientate more towards their
locality and the Vauxhall district rather than the area towards Oval Underground Station. Bus routes are
north-south rather than east-west. This orientation will strengthen when the new Nine Elms Underground
Station is opened on Wandsworth Road in 2021, between the Wandsworth Road and Nine Elms. It is
constructed immediately adjacent to the rebuilt Sainsbury’s and the neighbouring developments. The
development here will open up Wandsworth Road and the communities alongside it namely the Wyvil and
Mawbey Estates, to the river since for the first time it will provide a permeable route. Currently, this is only
accessible by going up to Vauxhall gyratory and down Nine Elms. This opening up of the river to these
communities will mean they look even more to the east and the river, the new tube station, and the
community around the US Embassy. This will naturally align along the Wandsworth Road from the Vauxhall
tube and rail and bus stations.
This ward will be populated by a large Portuguese community which has settled along the South Lambeth
Road and has many residents and businesses locally, in the current wards of Oval and Stockwell. There is a
strong Portuguese identity in this area which already spreads across ward boundaries. The new Vauxhall
Riverside ward would retain core features of this community in the businesses on the north end of South
Lambeth Road, and among families who attend Wyvil School and live on the Wyvil and Mawbey Brough
estates.
Similarly, the properties situated around Vauxhall Grove and Bonnington Square (a geographically welldefined community) are accessed from the northern end of South Lambeth Road or from Harleyford Road
(the Western section of the A202). The boundary is proposed to ensure Harleyford Community Gardens are
included with Bonnington Square, the community that uses, maintains and governs the gardens, forming
part of the Bonnington Square distinct community. Vauxhall Riverside ward would maintain the existing
boundary between the existing Oval and Stockwell Wards - minimising disruption for residents of Stockwell
Ward who would be unaffected by the creation of a new ward here.
In the north the boundary extends along the railway viaduct to ensure consistent representation for the
commercial district around Vauxhall transport interchange and the Vauxhall Business Improvement District
15

(BID) area. It would encompass part of Vauxhall Gardens Estate and the historic Vauxhall Pleasure
Gardens. Vauxhall Gardens Estate is one of the biggest estates in Lambeth and currently has three different
residents’ associations with parts of the estate feeling quite separate to each other. The area nearest
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, Vauxhall City Farm, and the streets around Pedlars Park identify with the
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens and the cafes and shops around that area.
Vauxhall Riverside ward would also include the iconic and now heritage-listed Royal Vauxhall Tavern,
known locally and in the LGBTQ+ community as the RVT. This was the first building in the country to be
listed, now at Grade 2, on account of its LGBT community heritage. There are many LGBTQ+ venues in
Vauxhall with a strong LGBTQ+ identity. It forms an important and integral part of the Vauxhall commercial
district and it is a strong preference of this community to continue to protect its identity along with the historic
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens. Any potential erosion of this identity would be strongly resisted.
The Tate South Lambeth Library is well used by the community which supports Portuguese speaking
groups in this large Portuguese community which runs the length of South Lambeth Road. The library also
supports LGBTQ+ history month each year with a series of events.
Given the new ward takes in the entire area that defines itself as Vauxhall, including the transport hubs,
commercial area, Vauxhall Park, Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, Vauxhall City Farm, and the majority of
Vauxhall Gardens Estate, we propose that the name reflects this. We propose the name Vauxhall Riverside
ward, both to additionally reflect the new developments and the natural boundary that runs along the River
Thames, and to give some distinction with the long-established Parliamentary constituency.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:









The commercial district around Vauxhall transport interchange and the soon to be opened Nine Elms
Underground Station;
Vauxhall BID;
Vauxhall Park and the majority of the Vauxhall Conservation Area;
Vauxhall Pleasure Gardens, the Royal Vauxhall Tavern and Vauxhall City Farm;
The distinct communities around Vauxhall Grove/Bonnington Square, the Wyvil and Mawbey Brough
Estates;
Large contained developments such as Keybridge House, the Bondway development and St George’s
Wharf;
Tate South Lambeth Library and the Vauxhall Leisure Centre; and,
The Herbert Morrison Primary School and St Anne’s and All Saints Church.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Oval
3
12,354
+1.1%

The existing Oval ward stretches from the borough boundary with Westminster across the River Thames
and Wandsworth to the west, to the borough boundary with Southwark on the eastern edge of Kennington
Park. In between, the ward takes in the commercial district orientated around the Vauxhall transport
interchange, the large Oval Gasworks development, sections of Kennington town centre, the Kennington
Oval Cricket Ground and area around Oval Underground Station, and a section of the large Bolney Meadow
Estate on the northern side of Dorset Road.
A large amount of new housing has been built or is being planned for Oval ward, particularly close to
Vauxhall town centre and on the gasworks site north of the Oval. The ward is projected to be over 50%
above the average electorate in 2026.
The proposed boundaries for Oval ward would place the Oval Underground Station, Oval Cricket Ground, St
Mark’s churchyard and Oval Triangle at its epicentre, reflecting the natural community that exists in this area
as a transport and shopping hub.
The Oval Farmer’s market is a focal point for residents and is situated in St Mark’s Churchyard which
connects Kennington Park, and neighbouring residents just to the west, with the residents to the south and
south east. The Churchyard is a key feature of the area.
Kennington Park Estate is located north and east of the Cricket Ground and in the same plot of land as the
proposed gas works development. It makes geographical sense not to divide these communities but to
facilitate their integration with the new Tesco and the Lilian Baylis technology college, St Mark’s primary and
St Anne’s primary being key business and education facilities that serve the Kennington Park Estate and will
serve the gas works residents once the development is completed. Kennington Park Estate just across the
A3 road has the same name as the park in the ward and residents look to the park as the main green space
for this densely populated community just across the A3 road. The estate has a close relationship with the
Park and the Tenants and Residents Association (TRA) has a close relationship with the Cricket Ground,
with whom they have to co-exist since they are so close. Those strong community ties have been built over
many years with local councillors supporting healthy dialogue within the community.
The proposed boundary along Kennington Lane ensures that St Anne’s Church remains in the same ward
as the Primary School it is linked to, and follows in large part the existing boundary in that part of
Kennington Lane.
To the west of the Oval Cricket Ground is the Ashmole Estate which very much identifies with Oval and the
secondary school situated there, Archbishop Tenison’s, has close relationships with Surrey County Cricket
club and St Mark's Church, with the vicar being a governor of the school. St Mark’s primary school, like
Archbishop Tenison’s, is a Church of England school and is the school attached to St Mark’s Church at the
Oval.
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It is not possible to permeate from Ashmole Estate to Bonnington Square or vice versa without walking on
main arterial routes, either via Harleyford Road and Kennington Oval, or via South Lambeth Road. They are
not communities that currently particularly mix due to the lack of physical connection. Hence the proposal
that the boundary would go part-way along Lawn Lane to the east side of Vauxhall Park and along
Harleyford Road but ensuring the Community Gardens are kept integral to the Bonnington Square
community in Vauxhall Riverside.
The boundary proposed ensures Bannerman House and Ebbisham low rises remain in the Ashmole Estate
run by Metropolitan Thames Valley Housing. The Ashmole Estate, which spreads from Claylands/Meadow
Road junction thorough to Ebbisham and across Meadow Road into Cottingham and Coney, sees itself as
one community with the community stores bearing its name: Ashmole stores. There is one residents’
association which meets in Ashmole Tenants Hall on the corner of Claylands and Meadow Roads.
Fentiman Road is a main road of this area and is the bridge between the Ashmole Estate and the Bolney
Meadow Estate to the south. Currently, the Bolney Meadow Estate straddles two wards. This proposal
attempts to reunite the blocks from either side of Dorset Road, bringing in some voters from Stockwell ward.
Sweeping to the south east from St Mark’s Church and Oval Underground Station are a maze of streets,
known locally as the ‘ladder’. To the east of the Brixton Road it is proposed to encompass the Holland Town
Estate and the local business park. These residents and workers at the business park look towards St
Mark’s and Oval Underground Station using the tube and the cafes and businesses. Developments in this
area have been named Oval Quarter. By bringing these streets into the new Oval ward it not only achieves
electoral equality but also defines a more inclusive community with these streets sweeping up and over the
Camberwell New Road to include Bolton Crescent and St Agnes Place. These streets are on the boundary
with Southwark and it is a more natural geographical fit to include them in the ward with Kennington Park
and the streets to their south so that it reflects the reality that these communities see St Mark’s Church, Oval
triangle and Oval Underground Station as their epicentre.
In defining the boundaries of an adjusted Oval ward, we have taken into consideration the necessity of
redrawing the boundary of Prince’s ward to reflect the reduction in the number of councillors for Bishop’s
ward. We are proposing a new Vauxhall Riverside ward in order to address the significant projected
population growth and to minimize disruption on wards to the south.
With the ward now centred around Oval station, St Mark’s Church, the Oval Triangle and the Oval Cricket
Ground, we propose retaining the name Oval for the ward.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:








The Kennington Oval Cricket Ground and Triangle Adventure Playground;
The Oval town centre, on Kennington Park Road and Clapham Road;
The Kennings Estate, Cottington Close Estate, Kennington Park Estate, the Bolney Meadow Estate
and a section of the Ashmole Estate – as well as distinct communities defined around Hanover
Gardens;
Most of the residential properties which fall in the St Mark’s Conservation Area;
The major development at the Oval Gasworks site and the adjacent industrial site along Montford
Place that includes the Beefeater Gin Distillery and Glassworks Gallery; and,
Archbishop Tenison’s School, Ashmole Primary School and the Henry Fawcett Primary School.
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Streatham
Streatham Hill
Streatham Wells
St Leonard’s
Streatham South
Streatham covers the south west corner of Lambeth, bordering the boroughs of Croydon, Merton and
Wandsworth. United by the A23, mostly as Streatham High Road and often described as ‘Europe’s Longest
High Street’, it stretches south from the A205 South Circular (A 205) down to the borough boundary, and to
the east to Leigham Court Road where Norwood postcodes begin. Streatham slopes up towards Leigham
Court Road, and Norwood gently slopes down the other side.
There is a distinct area of Streatham Hill around the station and either side of the A23 where it adopts that
name. In the far south, across the railway line and the Common, residential parts of Streatham also have a
distinct character, such as Streatham Vale and Streatham Lodge.
The current warding arrangements for Streatham has four three-member wards and these almost entirely
cover the community of Streatham within the Lambeth borough, although parts of neighbouring Wandsworth
and Merton might also describe themselves as Streatham.
Streatham has had less development than elsewhere in Lambeth since the 1998 review, especially to the
south, leaving its wards over-represented. Streatham will also have less development in the period up to
2026 than much of the rest of the borough. Consequently, these electoral variances will become still greater
over time. The following table sets out the electoral variances for 2020 and 2026.

Streatham Hill
Streatham Wells
St Leonard's
Streatham South

Electorate
2020

Electoral
Variance

Electorate
2026

Electoral
Variance

11,832
11,874
11,641
10,533

2%
2%
0%
-10%

11,755
11,900
11,662
10,749

-4%
-3%
-5%
-12%

Warding proposals
Streatham South, which will have a high level of electoral inequality by 2026, poses a particular issue. The
community south of Streatham Station is bordered on three sides by the borough boundary and to the north
by Streatham Common and by the railway line, with no through-roads except the Streatham High Road. It is
itself divided by the High Road and a railway line. A two-member ward was investigated but did not prove
viable as it would leave communities such as Streatham Lodge, which is the group of road bounded by
Streatham Common South, Covington Way and the A23, more detached from the rest of whichever ward it
was included in. We have therefore expanded the ward to the north.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Streatham South
3
12,554
+2.9%

The existing Streatham South Ward covers the southern part of Lambeth, to the south of Streatham
Common on the eastern side of Streatham High Road and bounded by the railway and Greyhound Lane on
the west. The current Streatham South ward will have an electoral variance of -12.1% by 2026. There are
two solutions to this: either to extend the boundaries of the ward to bring in new electors or to reduce its
representation to two members and decrease the size of the ward.
Given that the ward has prominent internal boundaries, the latter approach is problematic. It would likely
leave residents somewhat stranded from the rest of the ward they would be placed into. We considered
moving the Streatham Lodge properties to the west into other Streatham wards but they would be separated
by the Common from those potential wards and, like others in the ward are as likely to use services in
neighbouring boroughs as Streatham itself. Streatham Common is a natural boundary, due to both its size
and its topography. Similarly, extending St Leonard’s south of Greyhound Lane would create an irregular
boundary in the south once equality was reached and would separate the Streatham Vale area from other
parts of the remaining ward.
Our proposals therefore expand the ward to achieve electoral equality, taking in most of St Leonard’s SVD
polling district. This area is much more connected to the rest of Streatham South than the area to its north,
given there only exists two long foot tunnels or the high road between them. The proposals also bring
together both sides of Greyhound Lane, including its shops, giving more cohesion to the shopping area on
Streatham Vale, around Streatham Common Station, along Greyhound Lane and down to the Sainsbury
superstore.
We propose that Streatham Tesco, Ice Rink & Leisure Centre, bus interchange and the residents of Derry
Court and Cromie House situated on this newly developed site remain in St Leonard’s ward. The nonresidential civic and retail buildings and the city-centre style apartments above them are more connected to
the centre of Streatham. After discussion between Labour and Green councillors in Streatham, we have also
left the group of roads known as the Ferrers Triangle north of Natal Road in St Leonard’s ward. It has been
strongly argued that residents here feel a strong connection with the area to the north, with access via the
foot tunnels.
Our proposal is to retain the Streatham South name, which continues to apply to the new electors given
their position relative to the rest of Streatham.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:






The Rookery and Streatham Common, which serve as a natural boundary
The Streatham-Mitcham railway line, which has no road crossings west of Streatham Station
The distinct community of Streatham Vale across the Balham-Croydon railway line
The shopping parades on Streatham Vale and Greyhound Lane either side of Streatham Common
Station, that provide a connection through the entire area
The Sainsbury superstore
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The communities at the southern tip of the borough that cross into Wandsworth, Merton and
particularly Norbury in Croydon for commuting, shopping and schools
Lambeth’s entire length of the River Graveney, which goes on to serve as the Merton-Wandsworth
borough boundary
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

St Leonard’s
2
7,836
-3.8%

The existing St Leonard’s Ward covers much of the western side of Streatham High Road. It lies between
the railway and Greyhound Lane to the south, the east-west railway line through Streatham Hill station to
the north, and the borough boundary to the west. Its eastern boundary largely consists of the High Road
although it crosses the High Road to take a part to its east, and similarly crosses the railway line south of
Streatham Station despite there being little to physically connect the communities on either side. The current
St Leonard’s ward will have an electoral variance of -5% by 2026, the second highest in Streatham.
Given the need to address the extreme electoral inequality of Streatham South, and the general electoral
inequality across the four Streatham wards relative to the rest of the borough, it is not possible for St
Leonard’s to remain the same. As described the current boundaries are somewhat anomalous as they cross
natural boundaries such as the railway line and the high road. We therefore propose reducing the ward to
two councillors and using the strong natural boundaries of the Streatham Hill-Balham railway line and the
Streatham High Road.
The alternative, as described in the narrative for Streatham South, would be to reduce Streatham South to a
two-member ward and extend St Leonard’s southwards. This would however create an irregular boundary in
the south once equality was reached and would separate the Streatham Lodge area from other parts of
whichever ward it found itself in.
Our proposals therefore move the eastern part of SVB into Streatham Wells. This would make the High
Road the boundary for its entire length, as it was prior to the 2000 elections. It makes a natural boundary,
correcting the confusion around the section in the middle, and both wards on either side relate to the town
centre. We argue that our proposals also share the workload of servicing a major town centre better – five
councillors working together to support what has been described as the longest high street in Europe rather
than much being in just one ward.
Our proposals also move much of SVD into Streatham South, but we propose that Streatham Tesco, Ice
Rink & Leisure Centre, bus interchange and the residents of Derry Court and Cromie House remain in St
Leonard’s ward. The non-residential civic and retail building and the city-centre style apartments above
them are more connected to the centre of Streatham. After discussion between Labour and Green
councillors in Streatham, we have also left the Ferrers Triangle north of Natal Road in St Leonard’s ward. It
has been strongly argued that residents here feel a strong connection with the area to the north, with access
via the foot tunnels.
Our proposal is to retain the St Leonard’s name, after the church that is a prominent landmark in the middle
of the ward.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:


St Leonard’s Church, a prominent feature on the junction of the A23 and Tooting Bec Gardens, and
the nearby South London Islamic Centre;
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Streatham station and part of Streatham Hill station, and the bus interchange;
The western side of the Streatham High Road along almost its entire commercial length, including the
Tesco superstore;
Streatham Green and the shops on Mitcham Lane;
The border with Tooting Bec Common south of the railway;
Streatham and Clapham High School; and,
Streatham Ice Rink and Leisure Centre.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Streatham Wells
3
12,278
+0.5%

The existing Streatham Wells ward covers much of the eastern side of Streatham, with the natural
boundaries of Streatham Common to the south and Leigham Court Road to the east, the other side of which
is the SE27 postal area in West Norwood. On the western side, the border is mostly the long Streatham
High Road, except for a piece which is in the St Leonard’s Ward. To the north the boundary is mostly the
east-west railway line. However, this runs in a tunnel under housing for part of its length and the existing
Streatham Hill ward already crosses the line at that point, with the roads on either side being part of a
continuous community.
Although the existing Streatham Wells boundaries are within acceptable levels for electoral variance on
2026 predictions, our proposals aim to address the awkward boundary on Streatham High Road and
broader electoral inequality between Streatham and the rest of the borough.
Our proposals therefore make Streatham High Road the boundary with the proposed St Leonard’s ward for
its entire length until Streatham Common. In order to balance this increase in voters, we propose extending
the current Streatham Hill boundaries south to Leigham Court Road, along Leigham Vale. Residents around
Hitherfield Road are, like nearby parts of Streatham Hill, as likely to shop in or commute from Tulse Hill as
Streatham, or to use Hillside Gardens Park. The housing is similar in style to the existing Streatham Hill
ward and the area is somewhat separate from the rest of Streatham Wells ward, so this is a good fit. The
boundary is drawn behind Dunraven Primary School and 6th form to ensure both of its buildings remain in
the same ward as the secondary school.
Our proposal is to retain the Streatham Wells name.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:





The east side of the Streatham High Road, with the entire length of its commercial businesses on that
side;
All parts of Dunraven School (a 4-18 school) as well as other primary schools of importance to
Streatham;
Valley Road is an important road through the area, including the doctor’s surgery, Sunnyhill Primary
and several estates; and,
Both Streatham and Streatham Hill stations face the ward and are well used by residents.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 202620252026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Streatham Hill
3
12,210
-0.1%

The existing Streatham Hill ward covers the area between Streatham Hill station and the A205 South
Circular, which defines the extent of Streatham to the north, either side of the stretch of the A23 named
Streatham Hill. The southern border is defined by the east-west railway line except for a portion where the
railway is in a tunnel below housing and the ward extends to the south over the railway line. To the east it
extends all the way to Tulse Hill station, matching the SW2 postcode almost exactly. To the west, the
boundary is New Park Road, although SW2 extends slightly further.
Although the existing Streatham Hill is within acceptable limits for electoral inequality on 2026 predictions,
our proposals seek to address the boundary with Thornton ward where the Clapham Park Estate is divided,
and electoral inequality across the rest of Streatham.
We propose that the small part of the Clapham Park Estate in Streatham Hill, namely Fortrose Gardens,
Hayes Court, Perry House and Hawkshaw Close, be united with the much larger portion of the Estate in
Thornton ward. The Estate was previously owned by Lambeth Council, but was transferred to Metropolitan
Housing as part of a New Deal for Communities arrangement. Refurbishment, demolition and rebuilding has
happened across much of the estate over the last twenty years, with public engagement largely led by the
Thornton councillors and community. Uniting the Estate in a single ward as far as possible enables better
future coordination of the ongoing works, as well as enhancing local representation.
Our proposal for New Park Road is relatively straightforward and mirrors the existing arrangements to the
North between the Clapham Park Estate and Kingswood Road in Brixton Hill. Moving Perry House and
Hawkshaw Close into Thornton ward does leave an unusual boundary on Tierney Road; however, our
proposal recognises the strong community identity of the terraces on Tierney Road and roads to the south,
which should remain with Streatham Hill.
To address the reduction in voters from this change, we propose extending the current Streatham Hill
boundaries south to Leigham Court Road, along Leigham Vale. Residents around Hitherfield Road are, like
nearby parts of Streatham Hill, as likely to shop in or commute from Tulse Hill as Streatham, or to use
Hillside Gardens Park. The housing is similar in style to the existing Streatham Hill ward and the area is
somewhat separate from the rest of Streatham Wells ward, so this is a good fit. The boundary is drawn
behind Dunraven Primary School and Sixth Form to ensure both sets of school buildings remain in the same
ward as the secondary school on the other side of Leigham Court Road. We are also proposing tidying the
boundary on Leigham Vale to be the railway line itself, which does not affect any voters.
In addition, we propose to move the shops and associated residential addresses in Tulse Hill into the
Rosendale ward that we propose replaces Thurlow Park.
Our proposal is to retain the Streatham Hill name, reflecting the major thoroughfare through the ward and
the station.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:
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The A23 Streatham Hill, with its shops and restaurants, the Streatham Theatre, and Streatham Hill
station;
The South Circular, the busy road that defines the boundary of Streatham with communities to the
north;
The ‘ABCD’ roads (Amesbury to Downton), a well-connected group of roads with a high density of
voters and distinct identity;
The Telford Park community towards Tooting Bec Common, with a strong residents’ association;
Large estates including Staplefield Close and the Palace Road Estate; and,
Hillside Gardens, a well-regarded local park .
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Brixton and Herne Hill
Brixton Hill
Coldharbour
Herne Hill
Tulse Hill
Vassall

Proposed Brixton Central
Proposed Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction
Proposed Myatt’s Field & North Brixton ward

Brixton is an internationally known community at the heart of the borough, including Lambeth’s civic and
cultural centre, such as the Town Hall, the Ritzy Cinema, the Brixton Academy and Windrush Square. It will
always be associated with the UK’s Black Caribbean community since the arrival of the Empire Windrush,
through the visit of Nelson Mandela, and the opening of the Black Cultural Archives. It is also now home to
many people of East African, West African, Latin American and Portuguese descent.
Herne Hill straddles the border between the boroughs of Lambeth and Southwark, defined by Herne Hill
station, its surrounding retail area and areas along the road Herne Hill. The boundary between Herne Hill
and Brixton is somewhat diffuse, although ‘Poets Corner’ to the north east of Brockwell Park has an identity
of its own.
Loughborough Junction is a distinct community on the border with Southwark around the railway station of
the same name. Located in the current Herne Hill ward, many residents would also describe themselves as
living in the wider Brixton area.
Tulse Hill is a bridging community between Brixton and West Norwood; the current Tulse Hill ward covers
most of this area but does not include the retail area or Tulse Hill station.
Brockwell Park is claimed by the communities of Brixton, Herne Hill and Tulse Hill and forms a natural
boundary to the south.
The boundary between Brixton and Clapham to its west and with communities to its north is a subject of
contention and can vary over time according to fashion and estate agents’ descriptions. The current wards
of Ferndale and Vassall stray across these areas. Some parts in the south west of Brixton Hill might
describe themselves as Clapham Park.
The current warding arrangements for Brixton and Herne Hill include four three-member wards wholly within
the area – Coldharbour, Herne Hill, Brixton Hill and Tulse Hill, and two three-member wards that cover part
of Brixton – Ferndale and Vassall.
Much of Brixton has had development that has kept pace with the rest of the borough, meaning its wards
are broadly in line with average electorate per member as projected by 2026. The exception is Coldharbour
ward, which has had substantial development and will see the additional construction of the Somerleyton
Road estate, with 500 new voters projected.
The following table shows the electoral variation in 2020 and 2026.
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2020
Electorate

Electoral
Variation

2026
Electorate

Electoral
Variation

Tulse Hill
Brixton Hill
Coldharbour

12,060
12,453
13,335

4%
7%
14%

12,282
12,319
13,750

1%
1%
13%

Herne Hill

12,155

4%

12,328

1%

Vassall
Ferndale

12,631
12,830

8%
10%

12,442
12,661

2%
4%

Ward

Warding proposals
Given the broad electoral equality projected in Brixton, our proposals for several wards have just minor
changes to tidy local issues. In order to address the projected increase in voters in Coldharbour, a new
Myatt’s Field & North Brixton ward replaces the existing Vassall ward, taking in some of the northern parts of
Coldharbour. Our proposals for Ferndale, dealt with in the Stockwell Road section, aim to address the
awkward division of Clapham High Street and make the ward more definitively focused on Brixton.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Brixton Hill
3
12,610
3.2%

The existing Brixton Hill ward covers a well-defined area between Acre Lane to the north and the South
Circular to the south. Many residents will describe themselves as living in Brixton Hill, rather than Brixton. To
the west, the boundaries follow a natural border with the Clapham area and the SW4 postcode area along
King’s Avenue. At the last boundary review, the south west corner was moved into Thornton ward to unite
the Clapham Park estate. The defining feature of the ward is the A23 Brixton Hill itself, which runs along the
entire length of the ward as its eastern border. Since the last boundary review, the ward has crossed the
A23 at its southern end, taking in the Roupell Park Estate, Holmewood Gardens and a small part of the St
Martin’s Estate.
The existing Brixton Hill boundaries meet the target for electoral
equality by 2026 and form a largely cohesive community. We have
though proposed moving the small part of the St Martin’s Estate
into Tulse Hill ward to unite that community. This would be Challice
Way, Vibart Gardens, Roupell Road, Holbrook House on
Christchurch Road and a small section of Upper Tulse Hill. The
active St Martin’s TRA covers this area as well as much of SQE
and SQD and the properties and streets are managed by
Metropolitan Thames Valley housing association. Residents often
approach the Tulse Hill councillors for assistance and our
proposals make better sense for that community.
We propose retaining the name Brixton Hill, which reflects the
community name and the defining road through the area.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:










The A23 Brixton Hill through the ward, including the reputed site of the Brixistane that gave Brixton its
name;
Lambeth Town Hall and the Civic Centre;
Shopping parades at three points along Brixton Hill, with destination restaurants, cafes, local
supermarkets and pubs;
The famous entertainment venues of Electric Brixton and the Windmill Brixton;
The Acre Lane shopping area and Tesco, Brixton’s largest supermarket;
The local parade on New Park Road;
The large estates of Blenheim Gardens and Roupell Park, and other estates including Saxby Close,
Bonham Road, Arlington Lodge, Dumbarton Court and Bowater Close/Kingscroft;
Corpus Christi church,a dominant feature of Brixton Hill, and Christ Church,a major landmark on the
South Circular;
The centre of the ward is defined by a large area with several landmarks, namely HMP Brixton, the
Brixton Windmill and its surrounding park, the Thames Water pumping station and allotments, all
without voting residents;
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There are many schools in the ward, with a further two being built. Entrance is highly competitive, and
many residents have moved to or stayed in the area for their children to attend Sudbourne and other
schools; and,
Aside from estate TRAs, there are active residents' networks for Sulina and Morrish Roads; the
Holmewood Gardens area; roads around Thornbury and Kingswood Roads; and the roads off
Strathleven Road.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Tulse Hill
3
12,289
0.5%

The existing Tulse Hill ward covers an area extending from Brixton town centre to the South Circular, all
within the SW2 postcode area. To the east, Brockwell Park forms a natural boundary, and further south the
ward extends down the hill towards the Tulse Hill gyratory but does not include the Tulse Hill retail area or
railway station. The border to the west is largely the A23 Brixton Hill. Much of the area would describe itself
as Brixton or Brixton Hill, with a distinct Tulse Hill identity strongest towards the south east of the ward.
The existing Tulse Hill ward is projected to be almost exactly at the average electorate for 2026. The St
Matthews area provides a valued connection with central Brixton and the area to the south between Brixton
Water Lane and Upper Tulse Hill is a cohesive unit.
The large St Martin’s Estate straddles Upper Tulse Hill. We have
proposed moving the small part of the St Martin’s estate presently
located in Brixton Hill ward into Tulse Hill ward to unite that
community. This would be Challice Way, Vibart Gardens, Roupell
Road, Holbrook House on Christchurch Road and a small section
of Upper Tulse Hill. The active St Martin’s TRA covers this area as
well as much of SQE and SQD and the properties and streets are
managed by Metropolitan Thames Valley housing association.
Residents often approach the Tulse Hill councillors for assistance
and our proposals make better sense for that community.
We additionally propose that a small amount of housing by the
Tulse Hill gyratory on Christchurch Road and Tulse Hill be
transferred to the new Rosendale ward that replaces Thurlow
Park. These residents relate much more closely to the Tulse Hill
retail area and the Christchurch Road houses are isolated from
any similar housing in the existing ward. We feel they would be
better served by being transferred over.
We would prefer that the name of the ward were changed. The area most identified with Tulse Hill around
the station, is not within the ward and causes confusion. Further, Sir Henry Tulse, the original landowner
who gave his name to the area, made his fortune from the slave trade and it would be desirable to end that
connection. However, given the prominence of the Tulse Hill name, we believe that the public should be
involved in any name change, and this should be coordinated with any change to the name of the Tulse Hill
Estate, Tulse Hill and Upper Tulse Hill roads, Tulse Hill railway station and, if at all possible, the name of the
neighbourhood. We would welcome views on a potential future name change once such a key conversation
has taken place.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:



The Tulse Hill road for almost its entire length to the Tulse Hill gyratory;
St Matthew’s Church and gardens in Brixton, relating to the St Matthew’s Estate to its south;
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The important Tulse Hill Estate, off Tulse Hill, the large St Martin’s estate, and Cressingham Gardens
estate on the edge of Brockwell Park;
Rush Common along Brixton Hill, ancient open land protected by an 1806 Act of Parliament;
Shopping parades on Brixton Hill, Elm Park, Upper Tulse Hill including at High Trees, and at the
crossroads of Brixton Water Lane, Tulse Hill and Effra Road; and,
Elm Court, Holy Trinity, Jubilee and Fenstanton Primary Schools and City Heights Academy.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Herne Hill & Loughborough Junction
3
12,164
-0.5%

On its west side, the existing Herne Hill ward covers an area extending from close to Brixton town centre
south to Herne Hill proper, covering the whole of Brockwell Park. Using the many railway lines as a border,
it then extends north along the border of Southwark up the road Herne Hill, reaching Camberwell town
centre and the Loughborough Junction neighbourhood. It is a very varied area, covering parts of several
neighbourhoods, large estates, and sought-after housing next to large parks. As well as the park and the
borough boundary, railway lines that are largely without crossings define much of the current ward. Poets
Corner is a defined area straddling Brixton and Herne Hill on the northern side of Brockwell Park.
Alternative options were considered, such as a new Loughborough Junction ward extending to other areas
close to Camberwell to the north. However, the difficulties of combining areas across railway lines and the
requirement to address the size of the current Coldharbour ward made this impossible. The park provides a
natural boundary to the south.
We therefore propose largely to retain the existing boundary arrangements with some small changes to
address local issues.
One issue we have sought to address is Shakespeare Road. The majority of the road is in Coldharbour
ward but is not helpfully connected to the rest of that ward. Currently residents of much of Shakespeare
Road must walk to Hill Mead Primary to vote, an awkward journey. Their natural journeys for shopping,
commuting or school would take them into areas covered by the current Herne Hill ward, even on their way
to Brixton. The southern end of Shakespeare Road is already in Herne Hill and we propose to unite the
whole road, more naturally connecting with the Herne Hill area to the south, and the Loughborough Junction
area to the north. We have also moved the retail area around Loughborough Junction into the ward.
We also address the arbitrary division of Mayall Road, north of Shakespeare Road, by including the whole
of that area in Brixton Central ward remedy consequent electoral inequality, we propose that Effra Parade
and Brixton Water Lane be the new border to the north-west. We have drawn the boundary behind the
homes on Brixton Water Lane so all those properties on either side of the road, which form a conservation
area, are united in one ward.
We are proposing that the ward be named Herne Hill and Loughborough Junction, giving status to both of
the area’s defining communities, especially given that Loughborough Junction is wholly within the borough
whilst only part of Herne Hill is in the borough.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:






Herne Hill and Loughborough Junction stations, defining the communities at either end of the ward;
The road Herne Hill that becomes Denmark Hill, forming the boundary with Southwark;
Brockwell Park, a major park in south London;
Ruskin Park, named for the local association with John Ruskin;
The Carnegie Library;
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Much of the Herne Hill commercial area, including the popular weekend farmers market and the
pedestrianised area by the station;
The Loughborough Junction commercial area;
Businesses on Railton Road, including the Brixton Advice Centre;
Part of Camberwell town centre, shared with Southwark; and,
King’s College Hospital and related medical institutions such as the Dental Institute and Camberwell
Sexual Health Centre.
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(Brockwell Park not shown)
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Brixton Central
3
12139
-0.7%

The current Coldharbour ward covers central Brixton and residential areas to the north, east and south,
including many of Brixton’s key landmarks including Windrush Square, the Ritzy Cinema, the Tate Library,
the Black Cultural Archives, Electric Avenue and its street market, the Brixton Recreation Centre (‘the Rec’)
and the indoor covered markets, as well as both Brixton rail and Underground stations.
The residential areas include several large social housing estates – Angell Town, Loughborough Estate, the
Guinness Estate and the Moorlands Estate, including the iconic Southwyck House, and the planned new
developments on Somerleyton Road. Off Railton Road to the south in NJC is an area of street properties
similar to the Poets Corner area in Herne Hill ward.
Coldharbour presently has an electoral inequality of 14% which is projected to be 13% in 2026.
We considered addressing electoral inequality in various ways, such as using Coldharbour Lane as a
boundary between new wards or creating additional two-member wards, but could not easily accommodate
the areas split by railways and large roads. We are also aware that several wards already meet at the centre
of Brixton and did not want to further fragment the representation of the town centre.
Our proposal therefore addresses the inequality by moving the Angell Town and Hertford estates into the
new Myatt’s Field & North Brixton ward, whilst retaining the Loughborough Estate to the south that straddles
Loughborough Road. The remaining ward, which we are proposing to rename Brixton Central, retains the
commercial and cultural heart of Brixton east of the Brixton Road. Our proposals maintain the connection of
Windrush Square with the rest of central Brixton’s cultural and leisure hubs including the Rec, and with the
Somerleyton Road area that will include ‘downtown’ developments like Brixtonhouse Theatre.
One issue we have sought to address is Shakespeare Road. The majority of the road is in the former
Coldharbour ward but is not helpfully connected to the rest of that ward. Currently residents of that end of
Shakespeare Road have to walk to Hill Mead Primary to vote, an awkward journey. Their natural journeys
for shopping, commuting or school would take them into areas covered by the current Herne Hill ward, even
on their way to Brixton. The southern end of Shakespeare Road is already in Herne Hill and we propose to
unite the whole road, more naturally connecting with the Herne Hill area to the south, and the Loughborough
Junction area to the north. We have also moved the retail area around Loughborough Junction into our
proposed Herne Hill and Loughborough Junction ward.
Similarly we address the arbitrary division of Mayall Road north of Shakespeare. To address consequent
electoral inequality, we have proposed that Effra Parade and Brixton Water Lane be the new border to the
south west. We have drawn the boundary behind the homes on Brixton Water Lane so all those properties
on either side of the road, which form a conservation area, are united in one ward.
As the ward most associated with Brixton under our proposals, our proposed name for the ward is Brixton
Central.
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Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:














Windrush Square, its monuments and the cultural buildings there – the Ritzy Cinema, the Tate Library
and the Black Cultural Archives;
The covered markets of Market Row, Brixton Village and Reliance Arcade, and the street markets on
the iconic Electric Avenue and on Brixton Station Road;
Commercial and nightlife areas on Brixton Road, Atlantic Road, Coldharbour Lane and Brixton Station
Road;
Brixton Police Station and Fire Station;
Brixton Mosque and the Gresham Centre on the north side of Gresham Road;
Pop Brixton is a current focal point but the site is expected to be developed into a major housing use;
Max Roach Park and the northern entrance to Brockwell Park;
The Brixton Recreation Centre, ‘the Rec’;
Brixton railway station and Brixton Underground station;
Southwyck House and the Moorlands Estate and the Guinness Estate beyond;
The Loughborough Estate and Wyck Gardens, including a small retail area serving the Loughborough
Estate on Loughborough Road;
Community facilities include the renowned Ebony Horse Club; and,
The Somerleyton Road development area including the Brixtonhouse Theatre.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Myatt’s Field & North Brixton
3
11,969
-2.1%

Vassall ward takes its name from Vassall Road which runs east-west through a portion of the ward.
However, the ward is also bisected by Brixton Road (A23) running north-south and by
Mostyn/Ackerman/Lothian Roads, which separate the majority of the Myatt’s Field Estate from Myatt’s Field
Park. In the north its residents may orientate themselves towards Oval or Camberwell, whilst in the south
many will look towards Brixton.
Whilst Vassall ward is currently predicted to be reasonably close to the average electorate for the authority,
it has been necessary to amend the boundaries of the ward to reflect significant population growth both in
Oval ward to the north and Coldharbour Ward to the south.
Our proposal therefore is for the current ward to move closer to Brixton, taking in the important Angell Town
Estate, which addresses electoral inequality in the current Coldharbour ward. In the north, most of the area
north of Vassall Road is moved to join Oval ward, the community with which it has a greater connection.
This adjusted ward, which we are naming Myatt’s Field & North Brixton, covers large estates just beyond
Brixton town centre. It maintains the strong border of the railway with the Loughborough Junction area. We
have used the estate boundaries of the Angell Town, Loughborough and Hertford Estates to define the new
boundary with Brixton Central.
To the north, Caldwell and Vassall Roads would be an attractive boundary. However, we have drawn the
border to ensure that the Caldwell Gardens Estate remains united across Caldwell Road. We also propose
that Foxley Road and the patch to the east remain in North Brixton. This community relates to Camberwell
New Road like other areas to the south and is of similar housing style, so we propose it remain united
together.
Vassall Road and therefore the ward are named after Henry Vassall-Fox, 3rd Baron Holland, who developed
much of the area. He was a slaveowner and it is proposed that the ward should no longer carry his name.
Given the new boundaries locate the ward much more firmly in the Brixton area, we propose the ward
should be named Myatt’s Field & North Brixton. Institutions such as the North Brixton Islamic Centre already
carry the name.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







The Angell Town estate and its hub on Overton Road;
The Hertford Estate on Minet Road, the Caldwell Gardens Estate, the Holland Town Estate, the
Cowley Estate, Myatt’s Field North and Myatt’s Field South Estates, including the area being marketed
by estate agents as ‘Oval Quarter’;
The Minet Library, the Longfield Hall and the facilities of Myatt’s Field Park provide a hub of cultural
venues;
St John the Divine Church and St John the Evangelist Church are prominent local landmarks;
The North Brixton Islamic Centre;
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The Vassall Road Conservation Area;
Other parks include Slade Gardens and Eythorne Park;
Schools include Charles Edward Brooke Secondary, Saint Gabriel’s College,, and St John’s Angell
Town, Van Gogh and Loughborough Primaries; and,
The Brixton Road Youth Centre.
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Stockwell, Clapham and Balham
Stockwell
Larkhall
Ferndale
Clapham Town
Clapham Common
Thornton

Proposed Larkhall & Clapham North ward

The communities in the north west of the borough on the border with the London Borough of Wandsworth
are as diverse as their neighbours to the north. Stockwell stretches from Vauxhall and Kennington in the
north to Brixton and Clapham further south, encompassing areas such as South Lambeth and Little
Portugal, named for the large Madeiran community in the area with many shops and cafes. There is now a
recognisable Brazilian community in the area as well as businesses from East Africa.
The focus of the district is now the Stockwell Underground Station and the nearby war memorial. Stockwell
Bus Garage is an iconic 20th century building close to the underground station. The Stockwell Road is a
bridging area between Stockwell and Brixton, including Stockwell Green, Stockwell Skate Park and another
cluster of Portuguese businesses. Landor Road is another ‘in-between’ area with its own character between
Brixton, Stockwell and Clapham.
Clapham is a major district with three underground stations and an overground station bearing its name.
The major landmarks are Clapham Common and Holy Trinity Church on its northern edge. Clapham High
Street and Clapham Old Town are important retail and nightlife areas. In the south of the area, the Abbeville
Village is a distinctive community around Abbeville Road. The Clapham Park neighbourhood, particularly
the large Clapham Park Estate, straddles the south circular, leading to a small part of Balham within
Lambeth and the Hyde Farm area on the edge of the borough.
The current warding arrangements for Stockwell, Clapham and Balham include six three-member wards.
Stockwell, Larkhall, Clapham Town, Clapham Common and Thornton are located within the area described.
Ferndale is a ward that straddles multiple areas – it includes a section of Clapham High Street including
Clapham Library, then much of central Brixton including the western side of the high street area and the
Brixton Academy, and much of the Stockwell Road as Brixton transitions into Stockwell.
The existing wards in this area are mixed in terms of electoral inequality. The following table sets out the
electoral variances for 2020 and 2026.

Ward
Clapham Common
Stockwell
Thornton
Ferndale
Larkhall
Clapham Town

2020
Electorate

Electoral
Variation

2026
Electorate

Electoral
Variation

10,513
11,760
10,257
12,830
13,924
11,636

-10%
1%
-12%
10%
20%
0%

10,995
12,029
11,579
12,661
13,836
11,665

-10%
-2%
-5%
4%
13%
-5%
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Warding proposals
Our proposals for this part of the borough involve small adjustments to each existing ward to tidy up
anomalies with their current boundaries and to improve arrangements for local representation. This includes
removing the existing Ferndale ward from Clapham so it is more focused on Brixton, and uniting both sides
of the large Stockwell Gardens Estate in Stockwell ward. These proposed changes largely within the area
covered by the existing wards allow us to address any electoral inequality locally.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Stockwell
3
11,884
-2.8%

Adjoining the Borough boundary with Wandsworth, Stockwell ward is comprised of the majority of the
community stretching along the southern end of South Lambeth Road and either side of Lansdowne Road
to the west. Its current division into five polling districts largely reflects the five geographic areas within the
Ward – though it is recognised that many of these have their own distinct locally defined areas within them,
and that a significant portion of the Stockwell Gardens Estate to the west of Stockwell Road sits in
neighbouring Larkhall Ward. It is also noted that Polling District VDE is separated from most of the Ward by
a narrow stretch of the busy Clapham Road (A3).
The predicted electorate for Stockwell ward is one of the closest to the average projected electorate on
existing boundaries. With the reduction in the number of councillors in Bishop’s ward and the creation of the
new ward of Vauxhall Riverside, it has been possible to accommodate the increased population in existing
Prince’s and Oval wards largely within their existing geographic boundaries. This has meant that we are
able to propose that Stockwell ward largely retain its existing boundaries with changes to improve local
representation.
Both the Stockwell and Larkhall councillors have commented that the division of the Stockwell Gardens
Estate between two wards is unhelpful. We have therefore proposed bringing both parts into Stockwell
ward, which also ensures the whole area around Stockwell station and the war memorial are in the ward.
To the north, the Bolney Meadow Estate has historically been divided between Stockwell and Oval wards.
Our proposals put the entirety of the estate, with the neighbouring South Lambeth Estate, into Oval ward to
improve local representation ahead of major estate redevelopment. We have also proposed a change to the
boundary with the existing Vassall ward, which improves electoral equality and brings more of the Clapham
Road area that faces towards Stockwell into the ward. The proposed boundary of Liberty Street has distinct
communities on either side – old mansion blocks on one side and the recently built Printworks Estate on the
Stockwell side.
On the southern border, we have tidied the border with Larkhall in three locations, the most important of
which is to make Jefferys Road the border along its length – presently it’s an awkward border that has left
the new development at 330 Clapham Road divided.
We propose retaining the name Stockwell, with this proposed ward better representing the community of
that name, which has existed since Anglo-Saxon times.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:



The Lansdowne Gardens, Albert Square, Larkhall and South Lambeth Road Conservation Areas
Defined communities in and around Albert Square, the Mursell Estate, Lansdowne Gardens, the
Lansdowne Green Estate, the Hermans Estate and area around Goldsboro’ Road, the Studley Estate,
and the Stockwell Gardens Estate
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The commercial area around Stockwell Underground Station and the town centre along Wandsworth
Road adjacent to the Lansdowne Green Estate
Allen Edwards Primary School, Platanos College and the Wandsworth Road campus of Lambeth
College
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Larkhall & Clapham North
3
11,842
-3.1%

Larkhall ward is located between Clapham and Stockwell, along the borough boundary with Wandsworth.
To the west it includes Larkhall Park and large estates close to the Wandsworth Road. The eastern section
is based around Landor Road and has a distinct community and retail area. To the south, the railway line
provides a strong boundary with relatively few roads crossing, but the Clapham town centre crosses the
boundary, with Clapham North Underground station and one side of Clapham High Street Overground
station in Larkhall ward.
Including projected development, Larkhall’s electorate is predicted to be 12.7% over the borough average
by 2026 and therefore adjustments need to be made. It should be noted that this does not include the
redevelopment of Lambeth Hospital, which could soon be a significant development. Given the railway line
and borough boundary provide strong lines, changes have been proposed to the north and east of the ward.
Both the Stockwell and Larkhall councillors have commented that the division of the Stockwell Gardens
Estate between two wards is unhelpful. We have therefore proposed bringing both sides into Stockwell
ward. Previously, the ward boundary on Hargwyne Street and Pullross Road was rather awkward, and we
have sought to improve these by moving the whole of these roads from the railway line to Landor Road into
Ferndale ward, including the Pulross Centre, which is accessed from Pulross Road.
We recognise the strong community links between Oak Square and the roads across Stockwell Green,
including the shared residents’ association, so these properties have been included in Ferndale, rather than
Stockwell ward.
We have tidied the border with Stockwell in three locations, the most important of which is to make the
whole of Jefferys Road the border as it’s currently an awkward border that has left the new development at
330 Clapham Road divided.
We propose a slight name change to become Larkhall & Clapham North. Larkhall Lane and Park are at one
end of the current ward and Clapham is a much more defining name for the eastern half, which gravitates to
Clapham for shops and transport connections.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







Larkhall Park
The Larkhall Estate
Lark Hall Primary School
Clapham North tube station, part of Clapham High Street Overground station and the nearby retail
area, including the Clapham North pub
Landor Road shops and The Landor public house
Wandsworth Road Overground station and nearby shops
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Ferndale
3
11,760
-3.8%

Ferndale ward is a longstanding ward stretching from Clapham High Street east to Brixton town centre, and
north towards Stockwell. Ferndale Road runs through much of the ward east-west. The strong southern
boundary is the A2217 road, mostly Acre Lane. To the north, the railway line is an impermeable boundary
with Larkhall ward, except for a footbridge on Dolman Street. Where the railway line meets Brixton town
centre, it runs above the ground and the ward crosses to the north, stretching up Brixton Road and
Stockwell Road, including the Stockwell Park Estate. It contains many key features of Brixton, including
Morley’s department store, the Post Office, Brixton Academy and important retail and nightlife spaces. In
Clapham, the Ferndale section includes Clapham Library.
The current Ferndale councillors believe that having sections of two of the borough’s key high streets in one
ward does not lead to effective local government. Meetings and activities of equal status can clash or
contradict one another. We have therefore proposed that the ward now extend only as far as Bedford Road,
so that Clapham High Street would be split between wards that identify primarily with the Clapham area.
In order to address the loss of electors to the west, we have extended the ward to the north. We did not
think it feasible to cross Brixton Road or Acre Lane. Previously, the ward boundary on Hargwyne Street and
Pulross Road was rather awkward, and we have sought to improve these by moving the whole of these
roads from the railway line to Landor Road into Ferndale, including the Pulross Centre, which is accessed
from Pulross Road.
We recognise the strong community links between Oak Square and the roads across Stockwell Green,
including the shared residents’ association, so these properties have been included in Ferndale, rather than
making Stockwell Green the boundary.
We have considered alternative names for the ward but have proposed that it remains as Ferndale, given
Ferndale Road continues to stretch along the length of the ward to the south.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







Much of Brixton town centre, including the western side of the high street area, Morleys department
store, the post office, Council offices at Blue Star House and Brixton Academy
Ferndale Road, running the length of the ward, as an access route and secondary retail area
The Pulross Centre and Papa’s Park and Café on Pulross Road
The Stockwell Road retail area, including the start of the Stockwell Portuguese community and the
Stockwell Skatepark
The Stockwell Park Estate and the Solon Road estate
The distinctive Trinity Gardens square
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Clapham Town
3
12,535
+2.6%

Clapham Town ward covers most of Clapham High Street and Clapham Old Town, including Holy Trinity
and St Paul’s Churches, Clapham Common Underground station, and the western side of the Overground
line with Clapham High Street and Wandsworth Road stations. To the north and west the ward borders the
borough of Wandsworth.
Clapham Town ward is almost 5% under the projected borough average for 2026. While tolerable, we have
sought to address electoral inequality more generally by growing its population. In addition, we have sought
to remove Ferndale ward from Clapham High Street and make it a more Brixton-based ward. We therefore
propose that Bedford Road become the boundary between the Clapham wards and Ferndale. To address
electoral inequality in Clapham Common ward, we are proposing that the area between Clapham High
Street, Bedford Road and Clapham Park Road be divided between these two Clapham wards.
We propose a boundary that uses the existing ward boundary to the south of St Luke’s Avenue, then to the
rear of properties on Haselrigge Road to Bedford Road. This puts Clapham Library into Clapham Town
ward, uniting it with other prominent town centre features such as the Leisure Centre, Venn Street Market
and the fire station.
We propose that Clapham Town retains its name as it describes it as the principal ward covering the town
centre including Old Town.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:






Clapham High Street and Clapham Old Town retail and restaurant area
Venn Street and its market
Holy Trinity Church, the Cock Pond and the northern section of Clapham Common
Clapham Library, Clapham Leisure Centre and the Manor Health Centre
Clapham Common underground station, and Clapham High Street and Wandsworth Road Overground
stations
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Clapham Common
3
12,555
+2.7%

The existing Clapham Common ward covers the Clapham area south of the A3 and the A2217 Clapham
Park Road, including the Lambeth part of Clapham Common to the boundary with Wandsworth. An entrance
to Clapham Common tube station is in the ward as well as part of the Clapham town centre shops. In the
south the borough boundary and the busy South Circular define the border. King’s Avenue provides a strong
boundary with Brixton to the east, and the boundary then runs down Clarence Avenue, through the Clapham
Park area. Abbeville Road runs through the ward and has a well-known retail and restaurant area at the
southern end. Abbeville Village describes the Victorian streets on either side.
Clapham Common is projected to have a negative electoral variance of 10% by 2026 and needs to expand
to meet electoral equality. The borough boundary limits our options and we do not believe it would be
appropriate to cross King’s Avenue into Brixton. Expansion to the south, including across Clarence Avenue,
would involve splitting the large Clapham Park Estate and regeneration area, which we feel is best served
by being included in one ward with one set of councillors, as described in the Thornton narrative. We have
therefore proposed expanding Clapham Common to the north, across Clapham Park Road.
Our proposal ensures that Ferndale no longer has part of Clapham High Street, and the retail area is now
shared between Clapham-based wards. It also connects the neighbouring William Bonney and Bowland
Roads Estates, which were previously split, together in one ward and the shops on either side of Clapham
Park Road by Bedford Road.
We propose the ward retain the name Clapham Common, its most prominent feature.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:








Clapham Common and the Windmill pub
Lambeth College
Access to Clapham Common tube station
A section of Clapham High Street, as well as retail areas on Clapham Park Road and close to
Clapham South tube station
Abbeville Road shops and Abbeville Village
The Oaklands estate, and the Clarence Avenue estates including Patio Close
The William Bonney and Bowland Roads estates
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Thornton
3
11,983
-2.0%

Thornton ward is based on the borough boundary with Wandsworth, covering areas defined as parts of
Balham and Clapham Park, to the west of Streatham Hill. It includes dense terraced roads north of Tooting
Bec Common, largely describing itself as the Hyde Farm Estate. Much of the rest of the ward forms the
Clapham Park Estate and to the north, the ward partly crosses the South Circular to take in both sides of the
estate.
The Clapham Park Estate was built as the largest single estate in the borough of Lambeth. In 1999, the
estate was transferred to Metropolitan Housing (now Metropolitan Thames Valley) as part of the New Deal
for Communities programme. Almost 2,000 homes have been subject to major regeneration plans which are
still ongoing over twenty years later. Some blocks have been demolished and rebuilt, and this approach is
due for some of the remaining blocks. Until now, the estate, while mainly in Thornton ward, has been split
between three wards, challenging the ability of councillors and residents to engage in a coordinated way.
The new community centre for the estate is at the centre of this area, at the crossroads of King’s Avenue
and the South Circular.
Although close to retail areas in Balham and Abbeville Road, the ward has little retail area of its own,
including no pub or bar.
The current ward is projected to be 5.6% below average ward size in 2026 and our proposals seek to
increase the size of the ward and address electoral inequality. In addition, we seek to include the remaining
areas of the Metropolitan Housing Clapham Park Estate being redeveloped.
We therefore propose that the small part of the Clapham Park Estate in Streatham Hill, namely Fortrose
Gardens, Hayes Court, Perry House and Hawkshaw Close, be united with the much larger portion of the
Estate in Thornton ward. Our proposal for New Park Road is relatively straightforward and mimics the
existing arrangements to the north between the Clapham Park Estate and Kingswood Road in Brixton Hill.
We also propose Perry House and Hawkshaw Close be moved into Thornton ward, leaving a perhaps
awkward boundary on Tierney Road. However, our proposal recognises the strong community identity of the
terraces on Tierney Road and roads to the south.
We propose to maintain the name Thornton for the ward. Thornton Road was originally named for Henry
Thornton MP, a prominent member of the Clapham Sect and a nearby resident. In contrast to others
recorded in ward names in the borough, Thornton was a key proponent of the abolition of slavery alongside
his friend William Wilberforce, and we therefore believe it right to preserve his name on the ward map while
removing those of slaveowners and apologists for slavery. In reaffirming the name, we also acknowledge
the contribution of Marianne Thornton, Henry’s daughter, and fellow abolitionist. This is subject to the
broader audit being conducted by the Council.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:


The Clapham Park Estate and its prominent Community Centre
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The Poynders Estate
Agnes Riley Gardens
La Retraite RC Girls School and Henry Cavendish Primary
St Stephen’s, St Thomas’s, the All Nations and St Bede’s Churches
The Memon Centre
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West Norwood
Gipsy Hill
Knight’s Hill
Thurlow Park

Proposed Rosendale ward

West Norwood covers the south east corner of the borough, bordering the boroughs of Croydon, Bromley
and Southwark and close to the border with Lewisham. The A215 Norwood Road runs north to south
through the area, splitting at St Luke’s Church to become Norwood High Street and Knight’s Hill. These
meet the A214 which forms the southern borough boundary and the border with the Upper Norwood
neighbourhood. The Crystal Palace Triangle is the highest point in the borough and much of the area is
defined by hills up to this point.
The western boundary with Streatham is well defined as Leigham Court Road, effectively the border
between the SW16 and SE27 postcodes, and the stretch of railway line to the north-west.
Most of the area for some distance either side of the commercial part of the Norwood Road would describe
itself as West Norwood or simply Norwood, with the railway station of that name and the nearby St Luke’s
Church, West Norwood Cemetery and the library and leisure centre anchoring the area. Crystal Palace is a
distinct community at the top of the hill, shared between four boroughs. In between, the community of Gipsy
Hill is recognisable, located around the station of that name and the commercial part of Gipsy Road, east of
Norwood Park. West Dulwich is another cross-borough community around the station of that name in the
Borough of Southwark, including the shops at the Park Hall Road junction and the Rosendale pub.
The northern end of the West Norwood area is more fragmented. It is crossed by major roads and railway
lines, and its topography is divided by hills. Brockwell Park provides a boundary to the north although in
reality many in the area will shop in and commute from Herne Hill across the park. Tulse Hill station is
surrounded by a commercial area that provides a hub to this fragmented area. Although the Tulse Hill
identity extends up the road of that name to the north, the busy gyratory and the hilliness of the area to the
north west mean this part is more connected with the West Norwood shops to the south. This is reflected in
the Station to Station Business Improvement District, representing Tulse Hill and West Norwood business
as a single entity.
The Upper Peabody estate in the northern part of Thurlow Park ward is relatively isolated, sat atop Knight’s
Hill – confusingly not the same Knight’s Hill referenced to in the ward of that name. The estate is connected
only by steep footpaths to the Lower Peabody estate to the north, and by the Peabody Hill road to the South
Circular.
West Norwood has three three-member wards and these entirely cover those parts of the communities of
West Norwood, Crystal Palace, Gipsy Hill and West Dulwich within the Lambeth borough, as well as part of
the Tulse Hill community and Peabody estates to the north.
West Norwood has had less development than elsewhere in Lambeth since the 1998 review, leaving its
wards undersized in terms of their electorates.
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West Norwood will also have less development in the period up to 2026 than much of the rest of the
borough. Consequently, these disparities in the electorate per member in the three wards will become still
greater over time.
The following table sets out the electoral variances for 2020 and 2026.

Electorate
2020

Electoral
Variance

Electorate
2026

Electoral
Variance

Thurlow Park

10,697

-8%

10,820

-11%

Knight's Hill

10,818

-7%

11,107

-9%

Gipsy Hill

10,739

-8%

10,944

-10%

Warding proposals
The electoral inequality of the current wards would necessitate changing the area covered by the current
wards or reducing the number of councillors. We did consider expanding the area covered but this proved
impossible or untidy given Brockwell Park to the north, the borough boundaries and the well-defined
boundary with Streatham. Taking in more of the Tulse Hill area would further fragment the St Martin’s
Estate, which looks more to Brixton than the areas to the south. We also considered a ward that might unite
areas north of the South Circular, akin to the pre-2000 boundaries, but felt the area at the northern end of
Rosendale Road has more in common with the area to its south than with the large estates up the hill either
side of Christchurch Road.
Given the community identity outline above, our proposals do not change the area covered by West
Norwood wards but, given the electoral inequality, they propose reducing the number of councillors from the
current nine to eight. A three-member Thurlow Park is achieved by the cemetery and the West Dulwich end
of NNA moving into the ward, which we propose to rename Rosendale.
The boundary between Gipsy Hill and Knight’s Hill has proved difficult. The current Gipsy Hill ward is
surrounded on three sides by three other boroughs and, while much of the area is defined as Gipsy Hill and
Crystal Palace, it takes in substantial parts of West Norwood and West Dulwich. The current Knights Hill
meanwhile is a well-defined section of West Norwood. In the end, given both wards are currently too small,
the two most satisfactory solutions were either to make Gipsy Hill a two-member ward, nestled in the far
corner of the borough, next to an expanded Knight’s Hill that brings together more of West Norwood
neighbourhood; or a three-member Gipsy Hill that expands into West Norwood. Both versions use strong
features as boundaries, and both options are presented here for the Commission and community
discussion. We favour the proposal of a two-member Knight’s Hill ward and a three-member Gipsy Hill,
Option A.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Rosendale (Currently Thurlow Park)
3
12,358
+1.1%

The current Thurlow Park ward is a diverse ward roughly between the Norwood Road and Croxted Road, to
the north and south of the South Circular. The majority of the Tulse Hill commercial area, most of West
Norwood high street and the Lambeth side of the West Dulwich commercial area are within the ward. To the
north, the area just south of Brockwell Park includes the two Peabody Estates – the Upper Peabody on the
top of the hill can only be accessed in a car via Thurlow Hill to the south.
Thurlow Park is projected to have a negative electoral variance by 2026 and requires expansion. Expansion
up Tulse Hill or Christchurch Roads was considered but this is not achievable without crossing into areas
that are identifiably Streatham, or dividing the large St Martin’s Estate that starts close to the existing
boundary.
We therefore propose expanding the ward to the south, taking in the homes between the West Norwood
Cemetery and the borough boundary, as well as the Cemetery itself, using a footpath as the boundary along
South Croxted Road. Like the existing ward, this area straddles West Dulwich and West Norwood and
naturally fits with the area to the north. This proposed ward takes in the entire length of Rosendale Road.
We additionally propose that a small amount of housing by the Tulse Hill gyratory on Christchurch Road and
Tulse Hill be transferred to the ward from the current Tulse Hill ward, as well as a similar section of
shopfronts and Parade Mews from Streatham Hill ward. Residents relate much more closely to the Tulse Hill
retail area and the houses on Christchurch Road are isolated from any similar housing in the existing ward.
Shopkeepers are clearly part of one retail area, covered by the Station to Station Business Improvement
District, and we feel they would be better served by being transferred over.
A former Lord Chancellor, Lord Thurlow, after whom the ward was named, was a prominent apologist for
slavery. It is therefore proposed the name should no longer be used for the ward. We propose the name
Rosendale, the name of the road running through the middle of the ward as well as the popular primary
school, the public house, the Rosendale Gardens housing estate, and the allotments and playing field.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







The Tulse Hill commercial area, Norwood town centre and the West Dulwich commercial area
Tulse Hill railway station
Rosendale and Elm Wood Primary Schools and The Elmgreen School
West Norwood Cemetery, Chatsworth Baptist Church and All Saints’ Church West Dulwich
West Norwood Library and Cinema, and the Vale Street Recycling Centre
The Upper and Lower Peabody Estates, and the Rosendale Gardens Estate
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PREFERRED OPTION A – three-member Gipsy Hill and two-member Knight’s Hill
Name
Gipsy Hill (version A)
Number of Councillors
3
Forecast electorate 2026
12,257
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026 +0.3%
The current Gipsy Hill ward in the south east corner of Lambeth, is located between Croydon, Bromley and
Southwark boroughs. Crystal Palace is one of the highest points in London and much of the ward rises up to
this point. The ward shares the Crystal Palace district centre with the neighbouring boroughs, and also has
a local neighbourhood centre at Gipsy Hill, with the railway station of that name and the shopping area on
Gipsy Road. The ward is also connected to the centre of West Norwood, currently taking in the Cemetery
and Library, and the eastern side of Norwood High Street.
Gipsy Hill is projected on its current boundary to be significantly under electoral equality. Consideration was
given to a one-member ward for Crystal Palace, an arrangement that we would normally consider as far
from ideal, but there were no suitable boundary lines in any case. We have therefore proposed boundaries
that increase the size of Gipsy Hill for a three-member ward that meets electoral equality, or reduces it to a
two-member ward.
Our three-member Gipsy Hill expands to the Knight’s Hill road, taking in polling district NME and part of
NMA, including St Luke’s Church and West Norwood train station. To address the electoral inequality of
Thurlow Park ward, West Norwood Cemetery and the residential area to the east have been transferred
from Gipsy Hill ward to the successor to Thurlow Park ward, using a footpath as the boundary along South
Croxted Road.
This Gipsy Hill ward has strong boundaries – the borough boundary, the A215 Knight’s Hill, and the
Cemetery and Carnac Street on the northern edge. The ward contains all of the current Gipsy Hill and
Crystal Palace neighbourhoods, but has a strong West Norwood identity too, anchoring the ward in
Lambeth. This includes West Norwood train station and bus garage, Norwood Park and the iconic St Luke’s
Church. It is a viable three-member ward.
We propose keeping the name Gipsy Hill as the only neighbourhood wholly within the ward.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







One side of Crystal Palace Triangle, including Upper Norwood Joint Library, and most of the Gipsy Hill
commercial area.
West Norwood and Gipsy Hill train stations
St Luke’s Church, West Norwood, Emmanuel Church, and several new large churches in West
Norwood
Norwood High Street, the West Norwood KIBA and bus garage
Central Hill estate, the Woodvale estate and the Holderness Estate
Norwood Park and Knight’s Hill Recreation Ground/Tivoli Park
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Knight’s Hill (version A)
2
8,406
+3.2%

The current Knight’s Hill ward covers an area almost entirely recognised as West Norwood, including a
substantial part of the high street with features such as the B&Q and Iceland and Sainsbury’s supermarkets,
as well as the West Norwood train station and bus garage, St Luke’s Church and its garden, the Old Library,
leisure centre and post office, and the South London Theatre. Beyond that town centre, the ward is a very
residential area, stretching from Norwood High Street to Leigham Court Road, a strong boundary with the
Streatham area. A small retail area is shared with the borough of Croydon at Crown Point. To the south
there is the borough boundary with Croydon, and in the north there is a strong boundary along the railway
line.
Given the current Knight’s Hill is projected to be somewhat below the average electorate in 2026, this must
be addressed by reducing the ward area to create a two-member ward or expanding it to account for three
councillors. The strong boundary with Streatham and the borough boundary mean that this can realistically
only be achieved by altering the current boundary with the other Norwood wards.
In this option, we propose a two-member ward by making the A215 Knight’s Hill the new boundary with
Gipsy Hill ward, moving polling district NME and part of NMA into the latter ward. The amended Knight’s Hill
ward retains a large section of Norwood High Street with some of the main shops and the leisure centre,
and the continuing parade up Knight’s Hill. It does however lose other important features of the town centre.
Although the proposed two-member ward becomes an even more residential ward with little of distinction, it
remains strongly identified with West Norwood and has strong boundaries with Streatham to the west and
using the A215 to the east.
While the name Knight’s Hill is acceptable for a three-member ward, there is concern that it would be
unsuitable in this version where the road runs only along one side of the proposed ward. We did consider
the name West Norwood West, but are uncertain if this would add further confusion. We would welcome
other views on the appropriate name for this two-member version.
Key communal focal points within the proposed boundary include:







Knights Hill Wood Nature Reserve
West Norwood Leisure Centre
The western side of Norwood Road and Knight’s Hill commercial centre, including B&Q, Iceland and
Sainsbury’s stores, and the Knowles of Norwood public house in the former South Suburban Cooperative Department Store
Part of the commercial centre at Crown Point
The York Hill Estate, Hainthorpe Estate and Fern Lodge Estate
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ALTERNATIVE OPTION B – three-member Knight’s Hill and two-member Gipsy Hill
Name
Gipsy Hill (version B)
Number of Councillors
2
Forecast electorate 2026
8,316
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026 +2.2%
The current Gipsy Hill ward in the south east corner of Lambeth, is located between Croydon, Bromley and
Southwark boroughs. Crystal Palace is one of the highest points in London and much of the ward rises up to
this point. The ward shares the Crystal Palace district centre with the neighbouring boroughs, and has a
local neighbourhood centre at Gipsy Hill, with the railway station of that name and the shopping area on
Gipsy Road. The ward is also connected to the centre of West Norwood, currently taking in the Cemetery
and Library, and the eastern side of Norwood High Street.
Gipsy Hill is projected on its current boundary to be under electoral equality. Consideration was given to a
one-member ward for Crystal Palace, an arrangement that we would normally consider as far from ideal, but
there were no suitable boundary lines in any case. We have therefore proposed boundaries that increase
the size of Gipsy Hill for a three-member ward that meets electoral equality or reduces it to a two-member
ward.
Our two-member Gipsy Hill uses the railway line between West Norwood and Gipsy Hill as a boundary.
Those areas to the west, proposed to join Knight’s Hill ward, are very much part of West Norwood. Some of
the area retained in Gipsy Hill, in NNC ward, might also identify as West Norwood, but the proposed ward is
much more located in Gipsy Hill and Crystal Palace. We propose Salter’s Hill as the boundary to the south –
it affords a neater boundary than attempting to keep Norwood Park within the ward.
To address the electoral inequality of Thurlow Park ward, West Norwood Cemetery and the residential area
to the east have been transferred from Gipsy Hill ward to the successor to Thurlow Park ward, using a
footpath as the boundary along South Croxted Road.
Although the ward risks becoming more disconnected from the rest of the borough in this model, it does
reflect the community as it rises up the hill, wholly containing the Gipsy Hill and Crystal Palace areas found
within Lambeth.
We propose keeping the name Gipsy Hill as the only neighbourhood wholly within the ward.
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Name
Number of Councillors
Forecast electorate 2026
Forecast Electoral Variance in 2026

Knight’s Hill (version B)
3
12,405
+1.7%

The current Knight’s Hill ward covers an area almost entirely recognised as West Norwood, including a
substantial part of the high street with features such as the B&Q and Iceland and Sainsbury’s supermarkets,
as well as the West Norwood train station and bus garage, St Luke’s Church and its garden, the Old Library,
leisure centre and post office, and the South London Theatre. Beyond that town centre, the ward is a very
residential area, stretching from Norwood High Street to Leigham Court Road, a strong boundary with the
Streatham area. A small retail area is shared with the borough of Croydon at Crown Point. To the south
there is the borough boundary with Croydon, and in the north there is a strong boundary along the railway
line.
Given the current Knight’s Hill is projected to be somewhat below the average electorate in 2026, this must
be addressed by reducing the ward area to create a two-member ward or expanding it to account for three
councillors. The strong boundary with Streatham and the borough boundary mean that this can realistically
only be achieved by altering the current boundary with the other Norwood wards.
In this option, we propose a three-member ward by taking in much of the West Norwood part of Gipsy Hill
ward between Elder Road and the railway line, a strong boundary line. In the south east corner, Norwood
Park provides a boundary for the ward where West Norwood gives way to Crystal Palace and Upper
Norwood.
This proposal brings together a coherent West Norwood area south of the town centre and including many
of its notable features – the railway station, industrial area, the iconic St Luke’s Church and the Roman
Catholic church nearby, the leisure centre and post office, and some of the most important shops in the
area.
We propose keeping the name Knight’s Hill, which remains the principal road through the proposed ward.
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IN SUMMARY
While we present these two versions, which both have strong boundaries defining communities; the
preferred option of the Council is option A as it provides a more cohesive pair of wards, both participating in
the centre of West Norwood and not peripheral to the rest of the borough in geographic or community terms.
This option also ensures that Gipsy Hill ward has a stake in Norwood town centre, a distinct community and
retail area that many residents use on a regular basis.
However, we welcome views from the Commission and from members of the public on this and have for that
reason included both options in our submission.
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